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Romans 3:4 ...'Let God be true, but every man a liar.'

While my main focus is upon Jesus Christ and His
righteousness, at the same time I don't want any of us to be deceived by man in anything.
Some people will read the title of this page and think, 'Oh here we go! this isn't important.'
But I disagree and I will tell you why. There are two reasons why being open to and seeking
the truth of God over man's lies is very important. First of all, as we confirmed on our
DEADLY DELUSION COMING page, taken from 2 Thessalonians 2, there is a strong
delusion coming upon all who do not have a love for THE TRUTH. Just think about that for
a moment. God told us in 2 Thessalonians 2 that Jesus will not come back until AFTER Satan
has worked with "all power and signs and lying wonders" (vs.9). A great deception is
coming friends, and Satan is going to use ALL he can to deceive, "if possible, the very elect"
(Matthew 24:24).
Just take that in - Satan is going to use ALL his power with signs and lying wonders to
deceive if possible the very elect! That is some deception coming friends!
So can we afford to believe any of man's lies? No. Definitely not. The second reason why this
issue about God's creation is important is because we are warned in the first angel's message
of Revelation 14 to "worship God who made heaven and earth" (vs.7). But if we believe
man's lies over the Word of God concerning creation, are we not in a way worshipping man
instead of God? Also we are told that God's end time saints, the 144,000 are those who
"follow Jesus wheresoever He goeth" (Rev.14:4). They do not follow man in ANYTHING.
So are we going to believe God or man? Let us look at the moon.

Genesis 1:16 ...'And God made two great
LIGHTS; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser LIGHT to rule the night: he made
the stars also.'
(Click on the picture to see the bigger image). God told us in Genesis 1 that the moon is a
great light that 'rules the night.' But NASA tells us that the moon is a dusty old rock! We are
told by man that the moon simply reflects the light of the sun. First of all, have you ever seen
a dusty piece of rock reflect brilliant light like the moon does? Secondly, God didn't say He
created one great light (the sun) and a rock that reflects the light of the sun. God told us He
created TWO GREAT LIGHTS. So if we are to take the Word of God as it reads, rather than
believing the lies of man, we must accept that the moon is it's OWN LIGHT. It is a light, not
a piece of rock that can be landed on.
Romans 3:4 ...'Let God be true, but every man a liar.'
We are also told by man that the moon is about 238,000 miles away and the sun is 92
MILLION miles away. We are told that the light from the sun travels 92 MILLION miles to
the moon and the moon reflects that light another 238,000 miles onto the earth at night,
lighting up the clouds and even casting shadows on earth! Do any of us have any common
sense left to know that this is utter nonsense? The TRUE laws of physics, which God created
Himself, tells us that light greatly diminishes over distance. So first of all, can light and heat
really travel 92 MILLION miles from the sun to lighten and heat up half the earth? Second, if
we are receiving the reflected light of the sun off the moon 238,000 miles away, just think
how bright the surface of the moon would be much closer to it, or even standing on it
[remember the law of physics, how light greatly diminishes over distance]. And yet looking
at the [fake] pictures of 'man on the moon', there is no glow at all. Just dusty rock!
The truth is, both the sun and moon are MUCH closer to us than we are told, possibly only a
few hundred miles away - And the moon cannot be landed on, as it is a LIGHT, not a rock!
Just look with your own eyes!
Next time you have a clear night to see a full or nearly full moon, take a good look. You will
even see DETAILS on the moon with your own eyes. That is NOT possible if the moon was
238,000 miles away, as our eyes would never be able to resolve details at that distance. That
is like being able to see something IN DETAIL that is 25 times the distance from the UK to
Australia! If the moon was 238,000 miles away it would be a speck in the sky. And yet when
we look at it, ignoring the lies of man and using our own brains that God gave us, the moon
only looks a couple of hundred miles away. This is reality vs the made up nonsense of man
to do away with our Creator.
Friends, this is all about BELIEVING in the WORD OF GOD over the lies of man. Satan is
using the likes of NASA to DECEIVE the world, and who knows if NASA is going to be part
of Satan's 'deadly delusion' that is coming. And what is going to happen to those who trust

NASA over God's Word? They are going to be taken in by the delusion. This is why we are
doing these pages. We must have a LOVE for the TRUTH, not a love for the lies of man.
Error NEVER sanctifies anyone. Only the truth sanctifies as Jesus said in John 17:
John 17:17 ...'Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is truth.'
The Word of God says that the moon is a 'great light', but NASA says it is a dusty rock that
can be landed on. WHO DO YOU BELIEVE? Paul said in Romans 3 ...'let God be true, but
every man a liar.' God is true friends and His Word is true, but man is a liar and a deceiver,
being led by Satan. It is time to put our trust ONLY in the Word of God, no matter what
'pictures' NASA shows us, as most of them are fake. It is time to follow Jesus, not man. No
matter how unpopular a truth is, we MUST be open to it and follow it. This is the final test
for God's people.

